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UK Instructions for Collecting and Shipping 

HOR16- Estrogen Metabolism Test 
24 Hour urine collection 

 

 

Kit Components  

 1 x 24hr Urine Collection Container  1 x Urine Collection Cup  

 1 x 5ml Urine Tube and Shipping Container  1 x Mailer Bag  

 1 x UPS Shipping Label  1 x Requisition/order form 
 

 

 

Preparation 

1. Clients should not collect urine during their period 

2. During the24hr  collection, avoid excessive amounts of coffee, tea or alcohol as these will affect the accuracy of 

these tests. 

3. This test should be carried out during the 15th and 25th day of your menstrual cycle.  

4. This test should be started on a Sunday, Monday or Tuesday. 

Action 

5. After you rise in the morning DO NOT collect your first urination of the day. 

6. At the next urination, note and record the time of starting. 

7. Using the urine collection cup, for the next 24hrs, collect every urine sample including the awakening sample on 

the following day. 

8. After each urine collection decant the urine into the 24hr collection container. 

9. During collection, keep the 24hr container in the refrigerator ensuring it is standing vertically. 

10. After the  collection period is completed, secure the lid on the 24hr container firmly, then swing the collection 

vessel over your head 3 or 4 time to mix up thoroughly. 

11. Record the total volume of urine collected on your label’s and requisition form, by reading from the side of the 

24hr collection vessel. 

12. Now decant from the 24hr container into the 5ml Urine Tube and fill up to ¾ full. 

13. Ensure labels are completed and adhered to the 5ml urine container and that your requisition form is completed. 

14. DISPOSE of all remaining urine collected in the toilet and dispose of the 24hr container. DO NOT send this back. 

Sending 

15. Place the Urine Specimen in the collection container and hazardous bag with any absorbent material supplied. 

16. Place the tube into the shipping pack, label and return to Regenerus Laboratories. 

17. Ship this test the same day as completion. Follow separate instructions enclosed for shipping services. 

 

 

 

It is very important to collect and package the sample as instructed.  If you have any questions email customer 

service at  info@regeneruslabs.com 
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